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METHOD OP ESTIMATING THE PROBABLE VOLUME OP RAILWAY TRAFPIC
In considering large economic problems pertaining to the betterment of
railway properties and to the inception, projection, and financing of new oro-
jects, the questiony What will be the probable volume of traffic r, usually presents
itself. To determine the volume of traffic with exactness is of course impossi-
ble; but by a study of past experience a fairly accurate estimate may be made.
As our best guide is the statistics of the past, the author has compiled statis-
tics and has endeavored to put them into such form that they can be used in mak-
ing an estimate of the traffic to be expected from any given territory whose com-
mercial and social conditions are similar to those of the area from which the
statistics were derived.
It is the purpose of this thesis to explain how such statistics may be
used in estimating the probable traffic in a given territory at any given time.
For the purpose of this investigation it is necessary to express in
mathematical terras the relation between tonnage and the population. It is well
known that of all the mathematical curves the parabola is the most flexible and
also has the most simple equation. For this reason the author chose the parab-
ola having the equation X = K y
A
,
in which X represents the tonnage and y the
population, K is a constant, and ^ is an exponent to be determined. In discus-
sions of this character the data can be presented more clearly graphically than
otherwise; and therefore the graph of the above equation will be used to repre-
sent the relation between the amount of traffic and the population. It remains
then to determine the value of the constant K and of the exponent A
,
It is a well known fact that the equation X = K y
A
can be represented
by a straight line on logarithmic paper, that is, paper divided so that the di-
visions are proportional to the logarithm^of the numbers; and also that the slope
of this line determines the value of A
,
The intersection of this line with
either axis is determined by K. The value of K must be determined for each par-
ticular problem. Then ^represents the rate of increase of a definite quantity

which is dependent upon K
.
I
To determine the value of3 the author has plotted upon logarithmic
paper the tonnage as ordinates and the population as abscisses. For example, on
'
Plate 2 were plotted the totnl tons of freight carried one mile by all the rail-
roads in the United States reporting to the Inter-state Commerce Commission, for
each of the several years from 1890 to 1907, nclusive; and then by eye a
straight line (the black one) was drawn to represent the mean of the several
I
points. The slope of this line is 740 f 985 = 0.347, the value of 2" for the
territory and years represented. On Plate 2 are drawn three other lines (in red)
having different values of the exponent A , to show the effect of a fractional
variation in the value of this exponent.
The value of K was determined from the equation y = K X , which con-
tains three known quantities, namely X, y and A . The value of K was determined
solely to facilitate plotting the equation X = K y
A upon plain coordinate paper.
The author used the Inter-state Commerce Commission's territorial di-
vision of the United States. The territory embraced by each of these divisions,
designated as groups I, II, III, etc., is shown on Plate A, Page S , The Inter-
state Commerce Commission for certain purnoses combines the above groups into so-
called representative divisions as follows:
Division I comprises groups I, II, and III, i. e., the territory north
of the Ohio and Potomac rivers and east of Illinois and Lake Michigan.
Division II comprises groups IV and V, i.e., the territory south of the
Ohio and Potomac rivers, and east of the lower Mississippi River.
Division III comprises groups VI, VII, VIII, IX, and X, i.e., the terri-
tory west of Lake Michigan, Indiana, and the lower Mississippi P.iver.
The writer found a value of A for (l) the total tonnage carried one
mile per Tiile of line^(2) the total tonnage originating on the line per mile of
line, ana (3) the total tonnage of each of the following classes of products;
animal, agricultural, mine, forest, manufacturer and merchandise. The total
amount of the products in the "third item above represents about ninety-five per
cent of all the tonnage originating on the line.
The specific commodities included in each of the above mentioned class-
es are as follows (Classification of Inter-state Commerce Commission):
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1. Products of agriculture: pro in, flour, other mill products, hay to-
bacco, cotton, fruit, vegetables, etc.
2. Products of animals: live stock, dressed meats, other pad ing house
products, poultry, game and fish, wool, hides, leather, etc,
3. Products of mines: anthracite coal, bituminous coal, coke, ores, stone,
sand, etc,
4. Products of forests: lumber, etc.
5. Manufactures: oetroleum, oils, sugar, naval stores, iron (pig and
bloom), iron and steel rails, castings, machinery, bar and sheet metal, cement,
brick, lime, wagons, carriages, tools, wines, liquors, beers, household goods and
furniture, etc.
On Plate B, Page b,are tabulated the values of ^ for the several class-
es of traffic as determined from the data plotted on Plates 1-35.
To apoly the preceeding data in the solution of a particular case it is
nece3sary^to determine which of the several groups on Plate B most nearly repre-
sent the particular territory whose future traffic is to be estimated. We must
select the group which determines the value of ^ in the equation used above.
Second, the present population of the given territory must be determined. Third,
the present traffic in that territory must be found. This gives three of
the four quantities in the equation X K y ^ , and by solving this equation the
value of K can be found, since the value of K does not materially change for a
series of years when traffic is normal, it may be assumed to be practically con-
stant, and therefore if we can determine the orobable future population we can
easily determine a value for the probable volume of traffic.
To illustrate the above, let us assume the road under consideration
operates in a territory whose social and commercial conditions are similar to
those of group V, that there were 22,000,000 tons of freight carried during the
That
past year (1910) and it is desired to determine the probable tonnage in 1920.
Let us assume that the oopulation of the territory from which the line under con-
sideration received its business will be increased 20/J during the next ten years,
1910 to 1920. The line operates in a territory similar to group V, Plate E;
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and therefore we will use the equation ][ » K y T Let y = the oopulation in
1910, which we will represent by 1# Since the increase is 20jt, y f the population
in 1920, can be represented by 1.20. Using the data for 1910 and substituting
JL.
in the equation X = K y we can derive a value of K .
22,000,000 KT^and therefore
K = 22,000,000
The nrobable volume of traffic in 1920 will then be represented by X
in the formula,
—
4
X = 22,000,000 1.2
= 22,000,000 x 2.07
= 45,500,000 tons
Considering what has been said above and referring to the graphs, it
will be noticed; (l) That in a large majority of cases the points representing a
maximum, the average of all the points, and the points representing a minimum,
lie practically on curves whose exponents are the same, for each of the three
cases above mentioned, K being the only variable. However, the data does not
cover a sufficient interval of time to permit the drawing of any general conclu-
sions. (2) That there is a relation between tonnage and population and that this
relation can be represented by the equation X = K y 4 , (3) That for years of nor-
mal traffic, and for years in which the per centage of deviation from the normal
is the same, the velue of X may be considered a constant.
The data plotted on Plates 1-22 represents the statistics for the years
1890-1907 inclusive; on Plates 23-?l is shown the data for the years 1900-1907 in-
clusive; and on Plates *l-35 that for 1899-1907 inclusive.
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